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when he is prepared to accept his mental contents in
themselves quite apart from their possible practical applica-
tion. Intellectual analysis cannot help charging the ex-
travert with every possible design, subtle aim, mental
reservation, and so forth, which have no actual existence,
but at the most are only shadowy effects leaking in from
the unconscious background,
It is certainly true that the extravert, if he has nothing
else to say, may find it necessary for a window to be
opened or shut   But who has remarked it?   Who  is
essentially struck by it ?   Only the man who is trying to
give an account of the possible grounds and intentions
of such an action, one therefore who reflects, dissects, and
reconstructs, while for everyone else this little   stir is
altogether dissolved in the general bustle of life, with-
out   offering an  invitation   to any   ulterior   deduction.
But it is just in this way that the psychology of the
extravert reveals itself: it belongs to the occurrences of
daily human life, and it signifies nothing more, either
above or below.   But the man who reflects, sees further
an<j—as far as the actual life is concerned—sees crooked,
although his vision is sound enough as regards the un-
conscious background.   He does not see the positive man,
but only his shadow.   And the shadow admits the justice
of the criticism, to the prejudice of the conscious, positive
human being,   For the sake of understanding, it is, I think,
a good thing to detach the man from his shadow, the
unconscious; otherwise the discussion is threatened with
an unparalleled confusion of ideas.   One sees much in
another man which does not belong  to his conscious
psychology, but which gleams out from his unconscious,
and one is rather tempted to regard the observed quality
as belonging to the conscious ego.   Life and fate may
do this, but the psychologist, to whom the knowledge of
the structure of the psyche and the dawning possibility

